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1. Introduction: Partons & Hadrons, and Hadrons & Partons

2. 1970: JWC and PP  propose Fermilab  Experiment E100 

3. 1976: Jim heads up the Colliding Beam Experiments Dept.   
(the seeds of  the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF)) 

4. 1984: If Wishes Were Horses: The pbar-p SSC option: Jim’s 
vision of a more careful and more real approach to the SSC 
(relevant to our present long-term plans).

5. The present: we’ve entered a Golden Age of Hard Parton
Scattering (no pun): Do We Finally Get to a more basic 
understanding of Parity Violation, Flavor and CKM Mixing, 
EWK Symmetry Breaking,  Larger Symmetries,….?



Jim in 1977Jim in 1977--



Hard Hard PartonParton ScatteringScattering--IntroductionIntroduction
A parton is a quark or gluon-
carry color, and so aren’t `free’

A hadron is a strongly 
interacting particle made of 
partons- e.g. the proton, 
neutron, pion, kaon, c- and b 
mesons, s,c,and b containing
baryons

“Hard” means large 
momentum transfer- either a 
violent scatter or creation of a 
system of large mass

A “Cartoon” of a hard parton `scattering’ 
producing a W boson in pbarp collisions 



Hard Hard PartonParton ScatteringScattering
Berman, Bjorken, and Kogut (BBK)- 1971

Momentum space- Plongitudinal along the beams; PT Transverse

Dots are partons; scales are in GeV.

Before 
Scatter

Before



Hard Hard PartonParton ScatteringScattering
BBK Predictions on hard parton scattering, 
annhilation to the W and Z, direct leptons,…



HighHigh--PT Particle Production: E100 PT Particle Production: E100 
at Fermilab: 1970at Fermilab: 1970--77 77 

Jim and Pierre: Fermilab 
Proposal, Expt100, 1970:

“…an Exploratory 
Investigation…” 

1.High Pt Hadron
Production

2.The W boson
3.The Z boson (`heavy 

photon’)
4.Charm, beauty (`Short-

lived particles’)



E100 at Fermilab: 1970-77
Figure 1 of the E100 Proposal – the “Peyrou Plot” at NAL

(JWC hand-drawn
original )

The transverse 
direction is 
perpendicular 
to the beam-
looking at 
collisions that 
scatter at 900
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Plongitudinal (along the initial beam direction)



E100 at Fermilab: 1970E100 at Fermilab: 1970--7777

Hand-drawn layout of the E100 spectrometer- about 100 yards long…



E100 at Fermilab: 1970-77

Particle Identification – not so differen
from the standard collider “kit” 
nowadays (exept for Pierre’s 
beautiful Cherenkov counters, and 
the Lorentz frame):

1. Magnetic Spectrometer for 
momentum

2. Pb/Scint EM Calorimeter for 
Electron ID

3. Steel/Scint Stack for Muon/Hadron
Separation

4. Innovative “Shutter” for Lifetime 
Extrapolation



E100 at Fermilab: 1970-77
One real strength of E100 was particle identification via 
Pierre’s Cherenkov ctrs- a capability largely lost in modern 
collider detectors: 

A `Pressure Curve’-
index of refraction of 
gas changes vs 
pressure, and particles 
at the same momenta 
but different velocities 
produce light at angle  
cos(theta) = 1/(beta n)



E100 at Fermilab: 1970-77

First Results- 1972- see 
power-law behavior and  
energy dependence at large
Pt

BUT- ISR beat us to punch 
line (sadly, and barely)

Note energy-dependence 
at high Pt- evidence of 
hard scatters



From Rick Field’s Lectures at UC, July 2006

TelagramTelagram (sic) from Feynman (sic) from Feynman 
July 1976

SAW CRONIN AM NOW CONVINCED WERE RIGHT TRACK QUICK WRITE
FEYNMAN



Letter from Feynman Page 1Letter from Feynman Page 1

Spelling?

From Rick Field’s Lectures at UC, July 2006



From Rick Field’s Lectures at UC, July 2006

Feynman Talk at Coral GablesFeynman Talk at Coral Gables (December (December 
1976)1976)

1st transparency

“Feynman-Field 
Jet Model”

Last transparency



E100 at Fermilab: 1970-77
The discovery of `direct leptons’- a really sweet idea of Jim’s-
measure muons, and extrapolate to zero lifetime of any 
production mechanism (mostly pi and K decays- long-lived)

Moveable absorbers 
(“shutters” ) that could 
be put in the path of the 
particles in the 
spectrometer to absorb 
any pions, kaons, etc.



E100 at Fermilab: 1970-77
The discovery of `direct leptons’- a really sweet idea of Jim’s-
measure muons, and extrapolate to zero lifetime of any 
production mechanism (mostly pi and K decays- long-lived)



E100 at Fermilab: 1970-77
The discovery of `direct leptons’- a really sweet idea of Jim’s-
measure muons, and extrapolate to zero lifetime of any 
production mechanism (mostly pi and K decays- long-lived)

Important, but we needed more information- experimental and theoretical



E100 at Fermilab: 1970-77
The discovery of `the Cronin Effect’: proton-Linoleum Scattering



E100 at Fermilab: 1970-77
The discovery of `the Cronin Effect’: proton-Linoleum Scattering

A measurement of partons traversing nuclear material-
Has fostered a whole field, though (perhaps) inadvertently



““ Colliding Beam  Experiments DepartmentColliding Beam  Experiments Department””
From “Fermilab Report, Dec. 1976”- Jim heads up the new 
Colliding Beam Experiments Department at Fermilab



““ Colliding Beam  Experiments DepartmentColliding Beam  Experiments Department””
From “Fermilab Report, Dec. 1977”- Jim resigns as Head 
of the old Colliding Beam Experiments Department at 
Fermilab:



““ Colliding Beam  Experiments DepartmentColliding Beam  Experiments Department””

Fermilab (not Jim’s Dept.) still 
a mess a year later…

But, with Dennis Theriot and a 
wonderful crew largely 
assembled by Jim… (Dennis is 
also a much unsung hero):

Jim’s initiative led to the (now long-standing) involvement of Carla 
Pilcher, Mel Shochet, and myself in CDF and collider physics.



The Path Not Taken: LHC, ILC, and  The Path Not Taken: LHC, ILC, and  
the the pbarppbarp SSC Option (SSC Option (mrcflymrcfly brief)brief)

Jim has immense wisdom and 
vision, and the remarkable 
ability to apply his economical 
elegant style even to the 
largest projects. The idea was 
to go more adiabatically, and 
use resources at hand 
(Fermilab), and get to 40 TeV
with pbarp and only  one ring  
as a step along the way. 
Recognizes that the key 
parameter is collision energy 
if one has decent luminosity



The The pbarppbarp SSC OptionSSC Option

1984 Workshop Initiated by Jim



The The pbarppbarp SSC OptionSSC Option
“Goals of the 
Workshop”

Hand-written 
detailed 
technical design-
Jim’s style as  a 
leader  (as 
opposed to  
Feynman’s def. 
of a  “position of 
responsibility”) 



The The pbarppbarp SSC OptionSSC Option
Not just a sorrowful “what 
could have been”- we should 
listen to (and learn from) 
Jim’s wisdom as many of the 
same issues are on the table 
now with the question of 
unique Tevatron capabilities 
(pbarp but at 1/7 the energy 
of the LHC) and when to 
shut it off (analogous to the 
AGS), and also the path to 
the ILC.

Picture from the Workshop Proceedings



This is the era of hardThis is the era of hard--partonparton scatteringscattering
To Where Have We Come, and From These 
Beginnings Why is it Now a Golden Era?

1. Unlike as in 1970 we 
have models for the 
types and properties of 
the partons, for their 
distributions inside 
hadrons, and for the 
force with which the 
scatter and annihilate-
i.e. Feynman diagrams 
and parameterized 
parton fluxes inside the 
proton.

Fraction of proton momentum 
carried by the parton

P
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n
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”

Probability of finding a 
bottom quark in the 
proton (!)



The era of hardThe era of hard--partonparton scatteringscattering

2. Have a predictive theory, 
experimentally tested widely 
and deeply,   of the strong 
and electro-weak forces   
(the “Standard Model” 
(SU(3)xSU(2)LxU(1))

Fermi in his 1951 Yale Lectures:      
“ Perhaps future developments of 
the theory will enable to 
understand the reasons for the 
existence and strength of these 
various interactions….”



The era of hardThe era of hard--partonparton scatteringscattering

But there is a fly in the ointment: the Standard But there is a fly in the ointment: the Standard 
Model has to fail at energies of a few Model has to fail at energies of a few TeVTeV or so  or so  
as higheras higher--order Feynman diagrams diverge. order Feynman diagrams diverge. 
This is the root of the optimism (of theorists!) This is the root of the optimism (of theorists!) 
that we are on the verge of finding something that we are on the verge of finding something 
new.new.



The era of hardThe era of hard--partonparton scatteringscattering
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LEP1 and SLD

LEP2 and Tevatron (prel.)
In the Standard Model 
the radiative
corrections make the 
Higgs mass dependent 
on Mtop and MW, so 
that only 2 of the 3 are 
independent:

Blue ellipse is the presently 
allowed area (68% CL)

The upper edge of the green region is the 
boundary of the allowed Higgs region



The era of hardThe era of hard--partonparton scatteringscattering

Mass spectrum of electron-
neutrino system  – the peak 
is the W boson (CDF data)

Mass  spectrum of  e+e-

pairs- the peak is the Z 
boson (CDF data)

We’ve come a long way from the discovery of `direct leptons’



The era of hardThe era of hard--partonparton scatteringscattering
Now know that we are knocking out partons that then fragment 

to hadrons- in E100 were seeing the hadrons, but not the `jets’

Pt spectrum of jets (CDF data)-
note the scale (out to 700 GeV)

The E100 single-particle spectrum 
(again)- scale is out to 7 GeV



The era of hardThe era of hard--partonparton scatteringscattering
L

 Run 43640 Evt 139107   RUN1_HIMASS_WENU_DIJETS.PAD;2  23JAN93 20:40:16 26-SEP-95

PHI:

ETA:

  237.

  0.56

 74.9

 DAIS E transverse Eta-Phi LEGO Plot                
 Max tower E=  74.9 Min tower E=  0.50  N clusters= 

 METS: Etotal = 900.6 GeV,   Et(scalar)= 342.7 Ge
       Et(miss)=  30.6 at Phi=   5.2 Deg.        

Cluster Et_min   0.0 GeV                                    

Clusters:ETHAT CLUSTERING                                   
$CLP: Cone-size=?, Min Tower Et=?                           
EM HA Nr   Et   Phi    Eta  DEta #Tow EM/Et Trks  Mass

       11 130.9 162.1 -2.02 -1.89   0 0.113    0  17.7      

       13  90.8 340.6  1.18  1.31   0 0.360    5  10.7      

       12  53.6 239.0  0.53  0.67   0 0.989    1   1.4      

       14  38.4  54.9  0.84  0.96   0 0.987    1   1.2      

       15   8.1 353.0  0.58  0.71   0 0.782    1   2.0      

 R=  0.4                                                    

PHI:

ETA:

  237.

  0.56

Et = 134.50 GeV

A Z-boson (mass=90 GeV) with 200 GeV of 
Pt  balanced by `nothing’   (CDF Data-
beam’s eye view- the 2 magenta tracks are 
the electrons from the Z) 

A `Lego plot’ of a Z-boson produced 
with 2 jets- total inv. mass 900 GeV 
(Run I CDF data)- Z is at rest- big 
jets forward and backward.



The era of hardThe era of hard--partonparton scatteringscattering
The mass scale of the top quark, W, Z is special- top the only 

quark with a “natural mass”. This is the domain of Fermilab..

How well can we measure the top mass? 
Techniques, ideas, and experience are as or
more important than luminosity (typical of 
all  precision measurements)

Reconstructed top quark mass       
(CDF data) 



The era of hardThe era of hard--partonparton scatteringscattering
The Fermilab Beams Division has done really remarkable things 

(electron cooling, Recycler/Accumulator gymnastics..)

Tevatron Integrated luminosity by 
year (note slope)

Tevatron Luminosity per Week, by year



This is the era of hardThis is the era of hard--partonparton scatteringscattering
1. The Tevatron is running well- has unique capabilities we 

could exploit for years. Two big detectors and groups, 
CDF and D0,  are up the learning curve  (learning time 
constant=3 yrs?)

2. LHC startup approx a year away- ATLAS and CMS 

3. Have gone from Ecm of 20-60 (E100, ISR) to 1,960 
(Tevatron), soon 14,000 (LHC).

4. Have a major upgrade 
planned for the LHC- long-
term exploratory program 
in the next decade



This is the era of hardThis is the era of hard--partonparton scatteringscattering

LHC Detector Installation: ATLAS,CMS, LHCb, ALICE

Inside the ATLAS Detector
(June 06; note person for scale) 

The Alice detector         
(`Linoleum-Linoleum collisions’-

Cronin Effect squared).



HardHard--partonparton scattering and JWCscattering and JWC
Thirty-six years later, where are we?

We’ve come a long ways in studying hadron
collisions from E100’s first spectra, direct leptons, 
and A-dependence in 1970.  Charm, bottom, top, 
the W, Z; factors of almost 1000 in CM energy, 
and detectors of unimagined size and 
sophistication. We are taking data at Fermilab in 
pbar-p collisions, about to commission the LHC, 
planning a major LHC upgrade, and agressively
planning the next machine after that. Most of all, 
we believe that the Standard Model has to break 
at the TeV scale, and so we are about to learn 
what is beyond it, and hopefully under it as well.

THE END Next slide



HardHard--partonparton scattering and JWCscattering and JWC

1977
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